Special Subjects for 2019 Digital Critiques
January: Reflections
This category features images that include reflections. The reflection may be from a variety of surfaces,
including water, glass, metal, plastic, mirrored surfaces, and so on. The reflection needs to be a part of
the photograph, but need not be principal subject in the image, as in the case of shadows, for example.
An image may be presented in color or monochrome.

March: Street Photography
The first image that typically comes to mind for the term street photography is an image of a stranger
just walking down the street in a city like New York, London, or Tokyo. This is a huge part of street
photography of course, but it is only one part, and it can cause confusion over the true meaning of the
term. Street photography is candid photography of life and human nature. It is very similar to candid
photography, but the photographer documents the public space as he or she sees it. It is a way for us to
show our surroundings, and how we as photographers relate to them. We are filtering what we see, too
find the moments that intrigue us, and to then share them with others. It’s like daydreaming with a
camera.
People do not need to be present for an image to be considered a street photograph. The photograph
need not be taken in a city, or in a busy market. It can be taken anywhere, and can portray nearly
anything, as long as it isn’t posed or manipulated. It can be shot at a family barbecue, or in the middle of
5th Avenue in New York City.
While many may consider the term as clunky, there is an elegant side to it that I think is often missed.
The street is the most public and accessible of places, and street photography is the most public and
accessible form of photography. A street photographer should not just look at the popular tourist spots
but try some behind the scene and out of the way locations. Anyone can do it. You do not need an
expensive camera. You do not need a big studio, professional lighting, or beautiful models. We all have
the same content out there, and it’s up to us to figure out how to capture that and bring it home.
In addition, while technical quality is always important to every form of photography, it is not celebrated
in street photography in quite the same way. A nature or landscape image needs to be sharp. It usually
needs to be able to be printed at large sizes with great technical quality. In these genres you can pick the
perfect location, frame it the perfect way, choose the perfect equipment and settings, and continue to
come back until you get the perfect lighting. With street photography, on the other hand, the best
image of your life can pop right in front of you on the way to get your morning coffee. This spontaneity
is what’s celebrated. That is why grainy images, slightly off‐kilter framing or imperfect focus will not
always ruin a street photograph. Sometimes they will, and we must aim for technical mastery, but other
times they can add to the realness of the moment. Sometimes these deficiencies might actually improve
the image.

May: Silhouettes
Subjects are only in silhouettes.

July: Patterns
Patterns, both natural and man‐made, bring a sense of visual rhythm and harmony to photographs that,
like a series of repeating notes in a melody, capture the imagination. Patterns appear whenever strong
graphic elements—lines, colors, shapes, or forms—repeat themselves.
Once you become aware of the power of patterns, you will discover them almost everywhere: in a field
of Maine lupines, in crowds of faces in a stadium, even in the zigs and zags of modern architecture. The
secret to finding patterns is to explore potential subjects from a variety of angles. While you might not
notice the colorful design of umbrellas as you maneuver a crowded Paris sidewalk, they become
blatantly clear from an upper‐floor window or balcony. Lighting is another potent painter of pattern.
Fresh plowed furrows in a cornfield, all but invisible on a dull, overcast day, rise into waves of highlight
and shadow when lit by a bright, low‐angle sun. Close‐ups are also filled with pattern—consider the
swirl of seeds in a sunflower or the intricate tracings of color in a butterfly's wings.
The key to emphasizing patterns is to isolate them from their surroundings. By excluding everything but
the design, you create the illusion that the repetition is infinite, extending beyond the frame. Telephoto
and longer zoom lenses are excellent tools for isolating and extracting patterns by enabling you to
exclude extraneous images.
Patterns also reinforce the emotional appeal of their components.

September: Night Photography
Photos must be taken outdoors between dusk and dawn using available light. Light painting is
permitted.

October: Transportation
The category of transportation is open to images that have at least one component involving
transportation. This can include any mode of transportation such as car, bus, train, airplane, mule, sled,
etc. The mode of transportation need not be the central feature in the image, but must be included as a
part of the image. Images presented may be shown in color or monochrome.

